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AMBIGUITIES OF THE FLESH
Touch and Arousal in Italian Baroque Sculpture
JORIS VAN GASTEL
Marble Made Flesh
In his Carta del navegar pittoresco, the Venetian painter and writer Marco Boschini gives 
lavish praise to the sculptures of Alessandro Algardi, arguing that »these are statues made of 
flesh, and not of marble or if they are marble, it is made flesh«.1 Made flesh – incarnada is the 
term he uses – hints here at Christ’s incarnation (»the Word was made flesh, and dwelt among 
us«).2 Boschini’s praise, then, not only implies the life of Algardi’s figures, but also their phys-
ical, tangible presence. Indeed, it has been particularly the tangible nature of the resurrected 
Christ, that has played such an important role in the Christian tradition. For Saint Augus-
tine, to name a particularly striking example, the truth of Christ’s incarnation is intrinsically 
bound up with the sense of touch: »It was true flesh«, he writes, »that Truth brought back to 
life; true flesh that Truth showed to the disciples after the resurrection; the scars of true flesh 
that Truth presented to the hands of those who would touch him.«3 Read in this context, Bos-
chini’s terminology implies a moment of magical transformation. Stone becomes true flesh 
under the sculptor’s chisel, a flesh that is available »to the hands of those who would touch.«
Although we can downplay Boschini’s statement, and such statements in general, as 
belonging to the literary conventions of praise, here I will argue that particularly because of 
this conventional character it deserves our attention. As Sebastian Schütze, among others, 
has pointed out, such ekphrastic conventions »have structured the early modern eye with 
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an astonishing normative power and persistence«.4 The beholder’s gaze was conditioned 
by a discourse replete with such conventions, inciting a very real sensitivity to the flesh-
like and tactile qualities of contemporary sculpture. This paper will explore some of the as-
pects of this discourse and relate them to the kinds of responses the image may elicit, trying 
to elaborate further on the interaction between beholder and object by introducing some 
more recent ideas from philosophy and psychology.5 A justification for such a seemingly 
anachronistic approach may be found in the changing approach to art in the seventeenth 
century itself, where the artist’s inquiry into the facts of nature had become secondary to 
the rhetorical means of his art; that is to say, art was first and foremost conceived to elicit a 
response in the beholder.6 
Sculpture stands out here as an art that is particularly prone to responses involving the 
sense of touch; whereas the lively figures of the painter are always over there, part of a differ-
ent world on the other side of the picture plane, the sculpted figure is present, tangible, and 
shares the space of the beholder.7 Moreover, I will argue that the vivaciousness of sculpted 
flesh is inherently ambiguous in the way it moves the beholder, an ambiguity that has every-
thing to do with the complicated nature of our sense of touch. 
An Extraordinary Sense
So what is so special about the sense of touch? The French philosopher Maurice Merleau-
Ponty writes: 
»When I touch my right hand with my left, my right hand, as an object, has the strange 
property of being able to feel too. [...] When I press my two hands together, it is not a mat-
ter of two sensations felt together as one perceives two objects placed side by side, but of 
an ambigious set-up in which both hands can alternate the roles of ›touching‹ and being 
›touched‹.«8 
To touch something, is also to be touched by it, touch is »reversible«. If my hands are 
touching, I unite »to touch« and »to be touched« in myself. Even if they are not the same, the 
feeling of touching something and to be touched by something are markedly different: I can-
not, in this case, have one without the other. If I touch the hand of another person, say, when 
shaking hands, this continuum is interrupted: I touch, am being touched, but cannot now 
feel how it is to touch me or how it is to be touched by me. This interruption is not absolute, 
though; there is, as Merleau-Ponty argues, »a carnal adherence of the sentient to the sensed 
and of the sensed to the sentient«.9 It is this adherence that comprises our opening onto the 
world. If I strike out at someone, or reach out to touch, I anticipate in my movement the touch 
of the flesh both as it will feel and as it will be felt. And as the other person does the same, we 
mirror each other, one steps into the other’s flesh, and vice versa.
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We may further elaborate on this intricate relationship between touch and flesh by look-
ing at what may be deemed the archetypical story of living sculpture: that of Pygmalion and 
Galathea. The story is well-known. Pygmalion, having been put off by the »imprudent acts« 
of women, or so recounts Ovid, sculpts himself the perfect virgin wife – and falls in love with 
her. He prays to Venus, in the hope she will grant him a wife that is like his statue and she 
grants his wishes by giving life to the image itself. In the end, the story does not have the 
happy ending one might have expected. What interests me here, though, is the description 
Ovid gives (I will cite from a seventeenth-century Italian translation) of the first encounters 
between the sculptor and his creation, encounters where the sense of touch plays a central 
role: »While she seemed alive to him, he stretched out his hand, and wanted to experience it 
[this life] with his finger, and as if she had feelings, he touched [her] very gently, for he did not 
want to bruise the flesh. And even if now it did not seem a human body to him, he did not, 
however, want to judge it for certain.«10 
Thus, the sculptor, ever so gently, tests his illusion (»she seemed alive to him«) with his 
hands, and even if he does not want to admit that it is not real flesh, his touch tells him other-
wise. And again, when after Venus’s intervention the sculpture slowly undergoes the magical 
transformation from sculpted flesh to real life: 
»[Pygmalion] kisses the beloved mouth, and touches her bosom, and she seems to feel 
somewhat tepid to him. He tries again, and to his delight her surface feels softer, and more 
flesh-like, and while he still cannot really believe it, he feels the beating in her chest height-
ening the pulse. As if someone moulds hard wax, making it softer and warmer with his 
fingers, in order to give it any kind of shape, it becomes more and more tractable and less 
firm. Thus handling her, the statue changes its nature, and becomes softer and warmer, and, 
in his amazement, he tries and tries so much, that finally he discerns and finds her alive.«11
The same hand that, before the godly intervention, brought on disappointment now finds 
affirmation. The hand, in both instances, mediates between what is seen and what is known; 
it seeks to affirm. The sculptor touches her, almost moulds her as if modelling wax, trying 
again and again. It is the hand that convinces in the end – the hand that feels the softness and 
warmth of flesh, inaccessible to the eye: »corpus erat!«, exclaims Ovid, »it was real flesh!«12 
Before the statue speaks, even breathes, touch discerns life through the warm, soft flesh. 
Flesh, then, is where life makes itself first known; sculpted flesh is sculpted life. 
Touching Sculpture
As today, so also in the seventeenth century the Pygmalian touch was not the most obvi-
ous way to approach sculpture. Sculpture, or at least sculpture of artistic merit was gener-
ally not to be touched. In fact, Pope Urban VIII, who held office from 1623 to 1644, strongly 
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regulated which statues could and could not be touched. The touch that was allowed was of 
a purely ritual kind, as in the case of the old bronze statue of St. Peter’s, which nowadays still 
is often subjected to the public’s feeling fingers, though maybe more as part of a ritual that is 
rather touristy in character |fig. 1|.
Stories are known of people touching collectors’ items as well. The British grand tourist 
John Evelyn recalls in his travel diary how Ippolito Vitelleschi, a Roman art collector, »had 
one of the best collections of statues in Rome; to which he frequently talkes & discourses, as 
if they were living, pronouncing now & then Orations, Sentences, & Verses, sometime kiss-
ing & embracing them«.13 Evelyn describes it as an oddity, though, »as pleasant as a Comedy«, 
and we may certainly expect this kind of behaviour to be the exception.14 Indeed, Cardinal 
Mazarin is quoted to have warned a visitor who apparently came too close while inspecting 
his antiquities with what is obviously an understatement: »Sir, I must point out that these 
statues break when they fall […].«15
In any case, the idea that sculpture would appeal more to the touch than to the eye should 
not be taken too literally. In the context of the so-called paragone debate – that is to say, the 
debate about which is the better art, painting or sculpture – that engaged intellectuals and 
artists alike in sixteenth-century Florence, the sculptor Niccolò Tribolo had still stated that if 
a blind man happened to come upon a marble or wood or clay figure, he would think it was a 
real man, woman or child.16 Moreover, he argued that sculpture is more truthful than paint-
ing because of its physical, tactile qualities. Yet, several decades later, the scientist Galileo 
Galilei would rightly do away with this idea, arguing that neither painting nor sculpture can 
deceive the sense of touch: »Now who would believe«, he asks rhetorically, »that a man, when 
touching a statue, would think that it is a living human being?« He continues: »Certainly 
nobody«, because »not only the projections and depressions (which constitute the relief in 
a statue) come within the province of this sense [of touch] but also softness and hardness, 
warmth and coolness, smoothness and roughness, heaviness and lightness, all of which cri-
teria of the statue’s power to deceive.«17 The statue, then, Galileo implicitly admits, to the eye 
may indeed seem »a living human being«; that which proves hard and cold to the touch may 
seem to have the softness and warmth of life to the eyes.
The tension between what is seen and what is touched was already apparent in the Pyg-
malion story. The statue seemed alive, but in the end only touch could really convince the 
sculptor. The striking thing, though, is that things may seem hard or soft or even warm to the 
eyes at all. For indeed, are these not qualities that are confined to the sense of touch? What 
underlies this apparent contradiction is a traditional division between the senses that is much 
too rigid. Whereas touch may indeed break the spell of the seemingly living flesh – »only the 
hand discloses the deceits«, one seventeenth-century poet writes – this does not mean that 
the sense of touch is not involved when marble is perceived as flesh.18 In fact the perceptual 
domains of sight and touch largely overlap and are in a way complementary. Whatever I see 
only has meaning to me as part of a physical, tangible world, whatever I touch only has mean-
ing as something that can be made visible.
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1 Arnolfo di Cambio: Saint Peter, c. 1290–1295, 
bronze, h. 1,82 m, Vatican City, St. Peter’s Basilica
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As much was realized also in the seventeenth century, where sensory modalities could 
overlap much more easily than today. The Jesuit Sforza Pallavicino, a good friend of Bernini, 
writes that the sight of a red rose, even if it is well out of reach, may awaken the memories of 
its sweet fragrance.19 Thus, through one sense, another is stimulated. For the so-called »vis-
ual« arts, this insight is rather striking, for it means that the artist has access to all the senses.
A Mother’s Touch
To explore this matter further, we may return to the very origins of the reflective nature 
of flesh as discussed above. Among the most prominent experiences of touch and flesh that 
lie lingering in our memories, are without a doubt those of our earliest youth. The infant’s 
world is fully determined by the mother’s care-taking; even when mother and child are not 
actually touching, they are always within reach. Developmental psychologist Francine Wynn 
characterises this intricate relation as follows: 
»In the early phase of the newborn’s life, a mother engages in a symphony of bodily ges-
tures, movements, and perceptions that ›facilitate‹ and overlap with the reverberations 
and initiations of those movements, affects, and perceptions of her infant. This results 
in a circling interchange of rocking/being rocked, humming/cooing, feeling/being felt, 
touching/being touched, seeing/being seen, inspiration/expiration, exciting/calming 
etcetera, each echoing and mirroring the other.«20 
This relationship is deeply inscribed in our genetic makeup; as psychologist Donald Win-
nicott recognized, it is no use to speak of the infant at all without taking into account maternal 
care.
Bernini’s voluptuous figure of Charity for the monument of Pope Urban VIII in St. Peter’s 
has been credited with the evocative power to trigger such inborn behaviours |fig. 2|. Gio-
vanni Andrea Borboni writes in 1661: »She moves all the mothers that see her, without even 
wanting it, to love tenderly [teneramente], and to embrace their children.«21 And indeed, we 
may expect such a voluptuous mother figure, her breast (later covered up) »trembling with 
milk«, as the poet Giovan Battista Marino would express it, to be a save haven for the baby 
child.22 The exchange between mother and child, then, is as a metaphor for charity; it is a 
metaphor, though, that we can actually feel through.
The theme of the mother-child relation recurs in descriptions of the sculpted child alone, 
most notably in the words of praise for the putti crafted by François Duquesnoy, who, ac-
cording to his contemporaries, had perfected these figures by studying the works of Titian.23 
If we look at the putti that Duquesnoy sculpted for the tomb of the Flemish merchant Ferdi-
nand van den Eynden in the Roman church of Santa Maria dell’Anima, it is indeed striking 
how tender and sweet they are. In comparison with the sturdy boys that Michelangelo had 
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sculpted some generations before, they do not only look younger, but indeed more cute, more 
soft. The putto on the right is arguably the more successful of the two |fig. 3|. With one arm he 
draws, as an act of mourning, a drapery before his eyes, but his face has remained partly vis-
2 Gian Lorenzo Bernini: Charity, 1646, marble, life-size,  
Vatican City, St. Peter’s Basilica
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ible. Between two round, somewhat sagging cheeks, stick out a slightly opened mouth with 
full, pursed lips, and a tiny round nose. The flesh on his arms is soft, undulating suggestively 
under the figure’s movements. The round, full belly hangs under its own weight, pulling the 
skin tight over the full sides, though the ribs remain hidden under the flesh. Also the drawn-
up leg makes the delicate body undulate softly; the feet are small, full, with ever so tiny toes.
Marco Boschini writes in praise of Titian’s putti that they are so »vivaciously nurtured 
with the milk that seeped from his excellent brushes, that they are more than alive«.24 The 
3 François Duquesnoy: Putto for the monument of Ferdinand van 
den Eynden, 1635–1640, marble, h. 0,85 m, Rome, Santa Maria 
dell’Anima
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life-giving milk that feeds the child – source of its chubby health – seeps from the brushes as 
the milky white of the painted flesh. About Duquesnoy’s putti we read that they seem »sof-
tened into life«, »rather of animated flesh […], than of hard stone«, or, according to yet another 
author, the sculptor »came to soften the hardness of the marble itself, making it seem to be 
of milk rather than hard stone«.25 Thus, we find a conflation between the milk-white skin, 
echoed in the whiteness of the marble, and the soft flesh of the plump child fed on creamy 
mother’s milk.
But what makes these putti by Duquesnoy in particular so special? Filippo Baldinucci 
argues, it was tenerezza that Duquesnoy sought after in his depiction of the putto, »search-
ing out the most tender babies up until those still wrapped in swaddling clothes, observing 
minutely their tenderness, not only in their shape, but also in their actions, movements, and 
attitudes«.26 We have seen already that Bernini’s Charity spurred the mothers who saw her to 
love their children tenderly. Tenderness, then, implies a softness of the flesh, but also a soft-
ness of touch.
To further elaborate on this point, we may refer to the well-known study by the etholo-
gist Konrad Lorenz, Die angeborenen Formen möglicher Erfahrung of 1943. In this study, 
Lorenz shows how certain physical traits in animals, but also in humans, may trigger cer-
tain inborn responses. One such behaviour is caretaking behaviour. Lorenz writes about 
his own daughter, who already at an early age cuddles her doll as if it was baby child – in-
deed, not unlike those nuns of early modern Italy who cuddled the images of baby Jesus 
with such a fervent passion that, as one account states, it »appeared to have become flesh, 
and warm«.27 Now what are the qualities that trigger such responses? Konrad sums up all 
those characteristics that set Duquesnoy’s putti apart from earlier examples: large eyes, a 
high forehead, but also short, plump arms and legs, and a soft, elastic body.28 Rather than 
convincing babies – for their proportions are in reality quite monstrous – the artist has op-
timized his figures for effect: his putti are more tender than the most tender baby, an invita-
tion to the most tender touch.29
The Impudent Touch
And yet, not all sculpted flesh is so innocent and sweet. In his commentary on the 
Pygmalion story in the Italian translation quoted above, Gioseppe Horologgi notes that, 
because men are naturally tempted to love, »they give in to loving some things of little 
advantage, only for their very delight, such as paintings, sculptures, medals, and similar 
things, and they love them so ardently, that the very same things get to satisfy their desire« 
in a manner not unlike the satisfaction given by the love between a man and a woman.30 
Likewise, the aforementioned Sforza Pallavicino notes that painted figures may arouse the 
emotions, either for good or for bad, even if the beholder recognizes them to be painted. 
This is illustrated, he argues, by »the pestilent flames, that are lighted in the young hearts by 
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obscene images, for which with the shamefulness of human impudence at every possible 
hour much money is paid to be the doormen of the soothing lasciviousness: taking to be 
precious the very desire to sin«.31
The well-known story of the Venus of Cnidos – which stirred a young man to such a state 
of arousal that he locked himself in with the statue, leaving a rather dubious stain – is repeated 
again and again in seventeenth-century texts as the prime example of the dangerous attrac-
tion of the nude.32 And indeed, some two millennia later, the work had not lost its lure, as one 
author deemed a famous copy, the Medici Venus |fig. 4|, »the most rare miracle that Greece 
4 Unknown artist: Medici Venus,  
first century BC, marble,  
h. 1,53 m, Florence,  
Galleria degli Uffizi
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has sculpted in all its lasciviousness, in which Art with its softness shows itself so presump-
tuous in its want to teach Nature the ability to mould mankind among the stones, and to 
invent a new carnal sin in the amorous embrace of a stone«.33
That not only the works of antiquity could evoke such heated responses may be illustrated 
by the case of Guglielmo della Porta’s figure of Justice |fig. 5|, on which, in again John Evelyn’s 
words, »a pigmalian Spanyard [was] found in a lascivious posture«.34 But one may wonder if 
such responses were confined strictly to non-religious works of art. Saint Bernard of Siena, 
when warning against the dangers of showing the human flesh in his De inspirationibus, ex-
5 Guglielmo della Porta: Justice, 1575, marble, l. 2,20 m, Vatican City, St. Peter’s Basilica 
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plicitly included that of Christ: »I know of a person«, he writes, »who, while contemplating 
the humanity of Christ on the cross – it is shameful to say and horrendous just to imagine – 
sensually and foully polluted and defiled himself.«35 In the beginning of the sixteenth cen-
tury, Pietro da Lucca warned that particularly women »should be cautious when contemplat-
ing the nude flesh [nudità della carne] of the Saviour«, for they could be »easily led to some 
vile and ugly thoughts of carnality«.36 Men, in their turn, should be wary of impure thoughts 
when contemplating the Virgin Mary or other female Saints. Obviously, such dangers were 
no different in the seventeenth century. Giovan Domenico Ottonelli still warns his readers 
that »one will be easily contaminated by impurity, who shows himself to be a less careful 
spectator of those ugly objects, that move so efficaciously towards sin«.37 Indeed, even inside 
the church danger lurks, as too many artists imbue their figures with hints of lasciviousness: 
»Now come, o Phoebus«, one poet calls upon the ancient God, »and fix your gaze on those 
sacred temples, and contemplate there with me the coloured canvasses, the sculpted stone. 
Do they not seem Nymphs in a fountain or a cave, so much nudity, softness, and charm these 
Latin images have of the Greek?«38
The Spiritual Touch
The sculptor’s magical touch of transformation, then, was also a dangerous touch. Do-
menico Bernini writes about his father’s sculpture of Apollo and Daphne that the group might 
offend the eye, not because it shows a young nude girl – for why would something of stone be 
offensive? – but particularly because this girl is sculpted by Bernini.39 The artist operated in 
a context where there was a great deal of attention to such qualities, though, and this counts 
as much for the poetic as the religious discourse. With regard to the latter, we may note how 
the practice of contemplation appeals to the senses. In the popular Spiritual Exercises of Saint 
Ignatius, for example, we read how one should bring to bear the »senses of the imagination« 
on that what is being contemplated – including Christ’s Incarnation. In the Breve instruttione 
preceding the 1625 Italian edition of the Exercises, this application of the inner senses is pre-
scribed as follows: 
»Start the application with the sense of sight, and imagine to behold [in the scene that is 
being contemplated] the persons, actions, and other things that can be the object of this 
sense; subsequently, apply the senses of hearing, taste, smell and touch, all to their proper 
objects […]. Yet, if one sense presents itself to the imagination before another, for exam-
ple, first the sense of smell rather than that of sight and taste, focus on that one […] and 
try, as much as possible, to penetrate it well.«40
Ignatius thus makes a huge appeal on the imagination – an imagination that, in addi-
tion, is evidently multi-sensory. Obviously, this approach is devised in order to conjure up a 
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vivid, tangible presence of that which is contemplated in the imagination. As Carlo Gregorio 
Rosignoli, a Jesuit from Lombardy, relates in a commentary on the Spiritual exercises: »[…] 
from this mode of tasting or beholding the divine things […] one obtains some kind of experi-
mental knowledge of them, which goes much further than the notions obtained by discourse, 
just as tasting flavours surpasses discussing them.«41 To contemplate the flesh of Christ or 
saints – indeed a prominent feature in the Christian tradition, as also the words of Saint Au-
gustine indicate – means to see, to touch and to smell it.
It is an approach that easily runs astray, or so we can read with yet another Jesuit preacher, 
one Francisco Arias:
»The appetite for delight that is in the flesh, flows out as from a fountain and spreads itself 
over all the senses, as if over five rivers, and with the eyes, as if with some kind of body-
less hands it touches all that it wants, and the things that it cannot touch with the real 
hands it embraces with those very same eyes, and the images and figures of the things, 
that it receives through the eyes, are stamped in the heart and with them it inflames all of 
the body with delight, and in that guise all the senses operate towards delight, as if it were 
their queen, and thus they contaminate the soul, and make it carnal.«42 
Marble Touch
At this point it may well seem that all is in the eye of the beholder,  that the temptations 
of the flesh are so strong that anything may fall prey to it. Yet the sculptor is very much able 
to further stimulate such responses. He can make the beholder aware of the tactile, flesh-like 
nature of his art, and as he takes part in the very same literary discourse, we may well ex-
pect him to do so. Moreover, ever since Annibale Carracci had stated that Raphael’s paintings 
were »statuette-like« when compared with the soft colorito of Correggio, and Rubens had 
warned his colleague painters that, when they worked after statues, they should avoid giv-
ing their paintings the hard, stone-like quality of their examples, the sculptor had something 
to prove.43 It was certainly a challenge sculptors such as Bernini and Duquesnoy responded 
to. In the case of Bernini, we may point at the unprecedented evocation of flesh in his Rape 
of Proserpina |fig. 6|. Where Pluto’s strong fingers sink in the soft flesh of Proserpina’s thigh 
and side, we feel the marble grow soft. As anthropologist Alfred Gell notes, »we see these 
depressions as instances, rather than representations, of causality«.44 Rather than the result 
of the artist’s chisel, we find that the flesh yields to the groping hands. It is such causality that 
heightens both the suggestion of flesh and our awareness of its tangible nature, as it responds 
to touch but also as it responds to the forces of gravity. Like the sculpted flesh seems to re-
spond to the world as we know it, we feel it may respond to us.
A more subtle evocation of living flesh can be found in Bernini’s Angel with the Crown 
of Thorns, originally made for the Ponte Sant’Angelo, but now in the Roman church of San 
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6 Gian Lorenzo Bernini: Rape of Proserpina, 1622, marble, h. 2,25 m,  
Rome, Galleria Borghese
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Andrea delle Fratte |fig. 7|. The figure’s robe swirls up almost inappropriately high, expos-
ing one of the slender, elongated legs to the beholder’s eyes. In effect, the nude leg is not just 
nude, but is part of a play of veiling and unveiling; the fluttering draperies fly up, presenting 
the beholder, or so it seems, with a chance occurrence, a privileged moment of private con-
7 Gian Lorenzo Bernini: Angel with 
the Crown of Thorns, 1669, marble, 
h. 2,70 m, Rome, Sant’Andrea delle 
Fratte
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templation, while the angel apparently is caught unaware. What is more, the subtle folds ten-
derly stroke the naked leg, the inner thigh, thus heightening in the beholder the sense of the 
sensitivity of this soft, angelic flesh – flesh where there is supposed to be but ethereal being. 
But even in the fully clothed figure of the beatified Ludovica Albertoni, again by Bernini, our 
intuitions of her feelings are prompted by the flesh; under the heavy draperies of her gown, 
we feel there is a physical body, rippling with sensation echoed in the rippling of the draper-
ies |fig. 8|. The ecstatic spasm that jerks at her body is felt by the hands that she presses to her 
breast; through the draperies, so the beholder knows, they clutch at flesh.
As I have argued, our relationship to flesh is central to our world from our very earliest 
experiences onwards. Accordingly, it may come as no surprise that the spiritual experience 
is often also an experience of the flesh. Saint Theresa wrote of the pain that accompanied her 
vision that it »is not bodily pain, but spiritual, though the body has a share in it – indeed, a 
great share«.45 For the sculptor, and eventually for every artist, the illusion of flesh is a way to 
the flesh of the beholder. Engaging with an overtly present literary discourse, the artist works 
8 Gian Lorenzo Bernini: The Blessed Lodovica Albertoni, 1674, marble, l. 1,88 m Rome, 
San Francesco a Ripa
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his magic where it is experienced most conspicuously. Our capacity to mirror ourselves in 
others through the flesh that we share, gives us the capacity to feel with the work of art, a 
sympathetic feeling that, replete with ambiguities, makes sculpture, as if touched by magic, 
seem very much alive.
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